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| U. S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

REGION V

Report No. 50-361/82-38

Docket No. 50-361 License No. NPF-10 Safeguards Group

; Licensee: Southern California Edison (SCE) Company
P. O. Box 800
2244 Walnut Grove Avenue

Rosemead, California 91770

Facility Name: San Onofre - Unit 2

Inspection at: San Onofre Site, San Clemente,' California

Inspection conducted: November 15-19, 1982
4

Inspectors: hN/ k /S -# <F9-
. Mendonca, Reactor Inspector Date Signed

Approved by: / / 74 . /r'l -[-f b-

DpF. Kirsch, Chief / Date Signed
< Reactor Projects Secti6n/No. 3

Surrmary: Inspection from November 15-19, 1982 (Report No. 50-361/82-38)

Areas Inspected: Routine, unannounced inspection of Unit 2 activities including
the following areas: Maintenance program procedures and implementation;
surveillance of pipe supports and directional restraints; and procedure control
and content. This inspection involved 32 inspector hours by one NRC inspector.

Results: Of the three areas examined, one apparent item of noncompliance was
identified (failure to follow surveillance procedure requirements, paragraph 2,
severity level V)
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DETAILS

1. Persons Contacted - Units 2 & 3
,

a. Southern California Company (SCE)

*C. Horton, Start-up Quality Assurance Supervisor
*D. Schone, Project Quality Assurance Supervisor
*P. King, Operations Ouality Assurance Supervisor
*P. Croy, Manager, Configuration Control and Compliance
*W. Moody, Deputy Station Manager
M. Speer, Compliance Engineer
J. Wambold, Maintenance Manager

*B. Katz, Manager, Station Technical
V. Fisher, SCE Operations
G. Patterson, Startup,'QA Engineer
A. Kergis, Lead QA Engineer

'

b. Others -

*A. Chaffee, Senior Resident Inspector, NRC
*J. Stewart, Reactor Inspector, NRC

* Denotes those persons attending the exit interview on November 19,
1982.

2. Maintenance

The inspector reviewed selected corrective and preventive maintenance
activities. This included the review of records, procedures, closed
maintenance requests and outstanding work orders and schedules. Those
records reviewed documented maintenance activities on:

Pressurizer Spray Valve.

Containment Blowdown Isolation Valve.

Letdown Control Valve.

RCS Hot Leg Sample Valve Motor.

CCW Heat Exchanger.

Reactor Shutdown Cooling Valve Timing Relays.

Containment Sump Inlet Flow Monitor.

Hydrogen Recombiner 480V Breaker.
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Auxiliary Feedwater Turbine Governor Oil System.

125 VDC Battery Surveillance.

Review of preventive maintenance records for quarterly battery
surveillance identified three occasions where the licensee did not
follow procedural requirements for electrolyte temperature
measurements. Technical specification 4.8.2.1.b.3 requires
verification that the average electrolyte temperature of ten connectedg
cells be above 60 F. Maintenance procedure S023-I-2.13, " Quarterly
Inspection of Batteries," paragraph 6.5.2, requires as follows:
" Average of electrolyte temperature for 10 randomly selected cells
and record cell number, cell temperature and average temperatures..."
Contrary to the above requirements the inspector identified that on
three occasions (February 15, 1982 for Class IE Battery No. B007,
May 19, 1982 for Class IE battery B009, and May ll,1982 for a non-safety
related battery) only five cells were used to calculate average
electrolyte temperature.

The Maintenance Procedure, 5023-I-2.13, also includes requirements to
determine the specific gravity temperature correction factor on each
cell. This entails (either 1) the measurement of electrolyte temperature,
and calculation and documentation of correction factors, or, (2) if the
thermometer has correction factors on its dial, the correction factor
is recorded directly. Thus, all cell electrolyte temperatures are
indirectly recorded as a correction factor. These are the values from
which ten randomly selected cell temperatures are established for the
average calculation.

Maintenance procedure S023-I-2.13, only leaves ten blanks to fill in
both cell number and temperature for the ten cells. Thus, licensee
personnel only entered either cell rumber or temperature and not both.
Personnel reviewing the completed data failed to identify the discrepancy.

The inspector identified the following:

a. All cell temperatures were measured at least indirectly and
recorded as correction factors for specific gravity. Therefore,
anomolous cell would probably have been noted. Therefore, the
batteries were operable as defined by Technical Specifications.

b. The error was repeated and not detected by the licensee's data
review. A contributing factor to the identified discrepancy
appears to be the failure of the procedure to specifically provide
for recording of both cell number and temperature.

The discrepant docu"entation was used to document surveillance
data which was subsequently used to verify battery operability
in accordance with Technical Specifications.
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This apparent violation of a safety rela'ed surveillance procedure
is viewed as minor in significance since battery operability was
assured. Therefore, this is an apparent level V violation.

No other items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

3. Surveillance of Pipe Supports and Directional Restraints

The inspector verified by review of surveillance records that the
licensee has completed the subject surveillances.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

4. Procedure Control and Content

The inspector verified that the licensee had acceptably reviewed,
approved, stored and distributed several procedures an.d temporary
change notices. The technical content of the procedures examined
appeared satisfactory. The inspector verified that procedure changes
were made to reflect selected technical specifications and license
revisions.

The inspector found procedures which were incorrectly filed and missing
at some site locations. The errors may be attributed to the complexity
of the licensee's filing system, a mixup of alpha and numeric characters
and the large number of documents.

Additionally, the inspector found some procedures that may be confusing
in content. For example, the procedure on reactor coolant pump
operation gave precautions for not'startina a pump. The three subtopics
of this procedure section gives a condition for not starting and two
conditions under which pumps maybe started. These three subtopics
give relatively long condition descriptions in the specification of
action statements. The licensee was also aware of other procedures,
such as, plant startup, that are burdensone from a viewpoint of
startup from hat standby after a trip. The licensee plans to analyze
the procedures with consideration toward ease of use. This
area will be examined further during a subsequent inspection.

No items of noncompliance or deviations were identified.

5. Exit Interview - Units 1, 2 and 3
'

The inspector met with licensee representatives (denoted in Paragraph 1)
on November 19, 1982 and summarized the scope and results of the inspection.
The licensee acknowledged the apparent violation of battery surveillance
procedure requirements (paragraph 2 of this report).
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